The Nanonose is an instrument with an array of nano sized optical sensors that produces digital patterns when exposed to radiation passing through a gaseous mixture. This paper outlines an algorithm using a combination of neural networks and partial least squares (PLS) 
Introduction
The nano nose takes its name from its predecessor, the Electronic nose [11] . The electronic nose mostly uses oxide sensors that have been manufactured by micro fabrication methods to detect gases which reduce the ability to include more number of sensors on a reduced surface area. This leads to a decrease in the sensor-gas interaction. This problem is solved with the advent of nano sensors that demonstrate a greater sensorgas interaction [16] . The sensors used in the Nano Nose are optical nano sensors still in development. This paper is an attempt to develop an algorithm to suit the requirements of an array of these optical nano sensors to eventually detect specific gases and also predict their constituent concentrations. The Nano Nose is divided based on its architecture in to two parts, the front end and the back end. The front end of the nano nose focuses on the digital signals generation technique from the optical sensors while the back end focuses more on the utilization of these digital signals by an algorithm to achieve gas detection and concentration prediction. A proposed diagram of the front end of the nano nose is shown in Figure. 1.
Figure 1.Front end of the Nano-nose
The front end of the Nano nose comprises of an Array of LEDs (light emitting diodes) operating in the visible region to the IR region (0.6um to 4 um) range placed at one end of a rectangular gas chamber and optical gas sensors placed at the other end. The Nano nose basically uses the relationship between the Intensity of radiation and absorption by the sensor as a function of wavelength based on the Beer's law [1] . Radiation from the light emitting diode (LED) array in the spectral range extending from the visible region to the IR region (0.6um to 4um) passes through the gas chamber and falls on the sensors producing a pattern of photo currents that are digitized at a later stage. The back end which would house the developed detector-predictor algorithm is calibrated by means of a training set containing digitized photo currents obtained during calibration. The detector-predictor algorithm is designed keeping in perspective, the approximate transfer characteristics of the optical sensors. After the precise transfer function of each sensor is available the linear relationship being used temporally would be replaced and the whole system would be fine-tuned. The focus of this paper is fundamentally on the back end. Section2 gives the theoretical explanation of the Beer's law while Section3 gives the details of the proposed algorithm and Section.4 provides the assumptions considered and the results obtained.
Basic Theory

Beer's law
The Beer's absorption law for monochromatic radiation [1] explains the decrease of the intensity of light, P passed through a chemical species is a function of the absorption coefficient, ρ . 
Transmittance (T)
It is defined [16] as the ratio of the received light intensity P, to the incident light intensity P 0 .
Equation (1) can be written as
The transmittance values can be obtained directly from the individual spectra of the gas species [17] . There exists a finite relationship between the transmittance values recorded at each wavelength of the gas and the photocurrent produced by each of the optical sensors. The relationship is assumed to be linear.
Gas detection algorithms
Detector
The detector is an array of neural networks [3] , each specifically designed [6] to detect a single gas as shown in the Figure. 2. A memory unit provides each neural network with the required training set patterns [14] . Each neural network called a detector has been configured as a feed forward network [8] . They contain nine neurons at the input layer and one neuron at the output layer while the number of hidden layers is one and the number of neurons in the hidden layer is four hundred. The training of the networks follows the Levenberg-Marquardt back propagation algorithm [9] and the output of each of the neural networks is a binary one or zero stating the respective presence or absence of a particular gas. 
Where: H is the rxs matrix constructed of the absorbance spectra of r mixtures at s wavelengths F is the t r × concentration matrix corresponding to the concentrations of each of the t components in r mixtures G is the s t × matrix consisting of the pure component spectra and J is the rxs matrix of random errors for each mixture spectrum at each wavelength. 
The following algorithm [12] gives the description of the calculation of the score and the loading vectors.
Step1: Mean center the matrices H and F as shown. 
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Step2:
The Kalman filter. The Kalman filter
[10], [15] is a method by the application of which, an estimate of the state v n ℜ ∈ of a discrete time controlled process , governed by the following difference equation is obtained.
X It is a square matrix that relates between the state v at the previous time step, k-1 and the current state,k. Y It represents a control input to state v. The measurement equation is given by:
Where l vector of measurables M It is a square matrix relating state to measurement k l . In the present case the measurement equation is modified to the following equation.
This represents the Beer's law [7] .
Calibration:
The H, F represents the absorption matrix and the concentration matrix respectively as given by the Beer's law in equation (1) . The g is an sx1 matrix; S is the variance-covariance matrix; T is the predicted variance of white noise; f is the xs 1 matrix, the th j row of the concentration matrix F ;I is an identity matrix. Matrix G is initially estimated in the calibration part and matrix f is calculated in the prediction part. Each vector k g can be calculated [7] 
Prediction:
The unknown concentration vector f is calculated from the G matrix [7] , by the following equations:
Experiments and results analysis:
Sensor Array Assumptions
The details of the assumed sensors and their corresponding wavelengths are given in Table. 1. It is assumed that a total of 9 sensors are going to be used to detect three gases. 
Variation of the photocurrent and transmittance:
The Table 2 shows the assumption of the variation of the photo current with the mean transmittance. These have been obtained from the spectra of the three gases under consideration namely oxygen, carbon dioxide and nitrogen [17] . The test pattern is generated by the simulator that is currently in place of the sensor array. The pattern as shown in Table. 3 shows the nine values of photo currents, at the respective wavelengths. Each sensor produces a photo-current in the range of 0uA to 10uA depending on the transmittance (T) value. The detectors were trained using training sets of 31rows each and 9 columns. The training set for the concentration predictor contained 1660 rows and 9 columns. Noise is added to the test pattern to show the resilience of the detector-predictor algorithm. The characteristics of the noise are as given in the equation (31). Ammonia is active from 2um though 4um (Sensor No 6 through 9), while carbon dioxide is active from 1um though 4um exception being that is inactive at 3.4um (Sensor No 5 through 9 inactive at No 8) and oxygen is active from 0.68um through 1um (Sensor No 1 through 4). Fig.6 and Fig.7 show the variation of the mean square error in prediction, given by equation (32), of the Kalman filter and the PLS algorithms when operated over different size of training sets. It is very much evident that mean square error, increases with increasing sizes of the training sets. 
Conclusions
A feasible solution for the Nano Nose has been demonstrated and a proposal for the improvement of performance of the Kalman filter and the PLS algorithms using neural networks to reduce the size of the data sets for calibration has been put forward. The detector-predictor algorithm, expatiated in this paper could be extended to serve a variety of electronic recognition applications such as image recognition.
